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University of Maine set to offer its annual
Congressional Internship Program

Photos by David Jakacky.

Megan Ashe
Contributor
The University of
Maine’s political science department is
once again offering
their
Congressional
Internship
Program.
Through this program,
third and fourth-year
students can gain college credit while working in Washington D.C.
under a congressperson’s office. Additionally, this is a paid opportunity and open to
any
upperclassmen,
regardless of major.
Students are usually
placed in Maine representatives’ offices, but
can sometimes work
with elected, out-ofstate officials.
The Congressional
Internship
Program
can be traced back
to 1958, when it was

Megan Ashe
Contributor

founded by Dr. Edward
Dow. The application
process is highly competitive, with only a
few students selected to live and work in
the Washington area.
Along with the internship, students will also
attend monthly seminars, where the political process in Washington is discussed
and
high
ranking
government
officials
speak.
Lila Harakles, a
fourth-year
political
science and philosophy student, was
selected for this program and still currently
works under the office
of Susan Collins. She
completed her internship in the spring of
2020 and is one of the
most recent alumni
of the program. In the
spring 2021 semester,

the Congressional Internship Program was
put on hold due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Harakles has found
this internship to be
well worth her time and
a wonderful opportunity to learn more about
the field of political science.
“What I have enjoyed most about being a congressional
intern is how it forces
you to become more
politically aware and
knowledgeable about
how our government
is run,” said Harakles.
“Seeing all the hard
work that goes into
running a Senate office
is truly an eye opening experience. It is so
easy to be pessimistic about the state of
our government as a
whole, but working as
a congressional intern

exposes you to the behind the scenes effort
that staffers and representatives are putting
in every day.”
Harakles feels that
this internship has
been a good stepping
stone into the political field. She feels
that there is a lot to
be learned through
hands-on experience
with concrete examples rather than just
learning about how to
govern, because it’s a
complex system. She
learned a lot about
governing through this
opportunity. Originally,
she was worried that
she wasn’t qualified
for such an opportunity, but found that her
skill set as a political
science and philosophy student made her
a good candidate.
“I learned about the

UMaine
Congressional Internship Program
through Dr. Brewer. If
it was not for his encouragement, I would
not have applied,” said
Harakles. “I believed I
was under-qualified for
such a position. However, I have learned
through working as a
Senate intern for the
past two years that
you do not need vast
work experience to be
a successful intern,
you just need the right
attitude.”
Harakles feels that a
strong work ethic and
an independent attitude is the key to success in a political role.
She feels that being organized and on top of
deadlines is key.
“The most valuable
lesson I have learned
as a congressional
intern is how import-

ant independence and
problem solving are
in a professional work
environment.
Interns
have an opportunity
to be a huge asset to
their office by learning
new tasks quickly and
performing them independently. Being a
self-starter is so valuable when Senate staff
are oftentimes incredibly busy and operating
under strict deadlines,”
said Harakles.
Students have until
Oct. 22 at noon to submit their application. To
find the application, go
to umaine.edu/polisci.
If students have any
questions
regarding
the application, please
reach out to Dr. Richard Powell, program
manager since 2002.

UMaine shares nonpartisan voting
resources with students

Election day is almost upon us. On Nov.
2, 2021 residents of
Orono can vote in the
referendum
election
taking place on campus in the University
of Maine New Balance Field House and
Memorial Gym from
7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Absentee ballots will be
made available via an
application process for
those unable to vote
in-person.
Students
who currently reside
in Old Town will need
to report to the Elks
Lodge, on 37 Fourth
Street in Old Town.
UMaine strives to
make it easier for students to vote and have
their voices heard.
UMaine UVote is an organization on campus
that focuses on registering students to vote

and providing nonpartisan voting information and resources to
the student body.
“UMaine UVote is a
great resource for students. This is an initiative through the Division of Student Life
that partners closely
with academic departments, town officials
and students,” said
Jennifer
Desmond,
the assistant director
for community life at
UMaine. “Not only are
events held to help
students register to
vote and understand
the ballot, it is also a
great way for students
to volunteer and gain
experience. Students
can also follow along
with the social media page @um.uvote.
UMaine was recognized nationally as a
Voter Friendly Campus following the 2020
election for its com-
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mitment to supporting
student voting.”
There are a few options available for students who have yet to
register to vote. Students should remember that when they
change
addresses,
even if it is within the
same town, they need
to submit a new voter
registration card to the
town of Orono. Students should also be
advised that they can
vote in the same town
they attend college in
even if they are from
out of state. Students
can register to vote
through the Center
for Student Involvement by filling out a
voter registration card
at their office in the
Memorial Union. The
deadline for filling out
a card through this office or mailing a voter
registration card yourself is Oct. 19. After

@TheMaineCampus

that point in time, students are able to register to vote at the Orono
Town Office at 59 Main
Street,
Orono,
ME
before election day.
Same day voter registration is also going to
be available in the field
house on election day.
As far as understanding what will be
on the ballot this upcoming election, there
are a few places to turn
to. Desmond recommended that students
go to https://www.
ballotready.org/
and
input their address to
receive simplified unbiased information on
what the Orono ballot
will be asking voters
this year.
“The League for
Women Voters and the
political science department offer great
resources for understanding ballot questions,” explained Des-

@TheMaineCampus

mond. On Oct. 7 at 5
p.m., they will be hosting an event with Professor Robert Glover
on the 2021 referendum questions.”
There will be three
main questions on the
ballot for voters to take
into
consideration.
The
first
question
surrounds the issue
of the CMP corridor.
Voters will be asked
if they favor banning
the construction of the
corridor or not. The
second question asks
if Mainers would be in
favor of approving a
$100,000,000 bond to
improve infrastructure
in the state. The third
question asks if voters
would be interested
in amending Maine’s
constitution to declare
that people have the
natural right to farm on
their land and choose
to consume what food
they grow or want for

@TheMaineCampus

their own nourishment.
Voters are encouraged to research these
issues themselves before voting in order to
make educated decisions. Since Election
Day is approaching
quickly it is best that
students get prepared
to vote soon. For more
information
please
check out the UMaine
UVote website or report to your local town
office before Nov. 2.
Students who are
interested in being involved in supporting
the election process
can also volunteer to
work at the polls on
election day. Interested students can contact the Orono Town
Hall for more information if they would like
to sign up.

Scan
me!
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UMaine English department
hosts Stephen King

Maddy Gernhard
News Editor
On Oct. 4 and 5, the
University of Maine English department hosted alumnus and bestselling horror novelist
Stephen King for a series of talks on the craft
of writing. The events
were contained to a
small group of around
15 English students
with a passion for creative writing. The talks
were divided between
the subjects of King’s
“On Writing: A Memoir
of the Craft,” in which
students spoke about
the writing process,
and King’s “Lisey’s
Story,” in which the
discussion
centered
around the nature of
screenplay writing.
The first of the
talks was over King’s
memoir “On Writing: A
Memoir of the Craft,”
and was held in Barrows Hall’s John T. Hill
Auditorium. Students
were encouraged to

read the work before
the event and come
with questions on the
craft of creative writing.
Caroline Bicks, a
UMaine professor and
the Stephen E. King
Chair in Literature, began the event by introducing King, soon
turning the stage over
to him.
“What I do is a
mystery to me,” King
said at the beginning
of the event. He explained that the craft
of writing comes from
an unknown place. He
continued with a brief
introduction
before
opening the floor to
questions from the audience.
Students
were
able to bring up both
quotes and moments
they found pertinent in
his memoir, and were
given the opportunity
to learn about King’s
writing process. During
the event, King spoke
about his struggles

with writer’s block, and
how he began to gain
confidence as a young
writer.
The second talk,
which happened on
Oct. 5 at the Ferland
Engineering
Center,
centered around King’s
“Lisey’s Story,” which
was recently adapted
into an Apple TV original limited series. Participants were asked
to read the novel and
watch the series in
preparation for the discussion.
King spoke briefly
about the nature of the
story, and how it came
to him.
“I got the idea for
‘Lisey’s Story’ in 2001.
I had a serious case
of pneumonia in both
lungs,” King said of his
experience in the hospital. “My wife decided
that she was going to
redo my office.”
King explained that
when he returned the
room had been completely redone.

“I looked at it and
had this idea that I was
dead, and I was a ghost
visiting the room. That
was the seed of the
story,” King said.
Students were encouraged to ask questions about the nature
of adapting a work for
the screen and the process behind creating a
series for television.
King spoke to the
nature of screenwriting as a collaborative
process between the
director and the writer,
and the personal nature of “Lisey’s Story.”
“What I understand
is the work is healing,”
King said in response
to a question about
the symbolism of the
healing pool present
in the story. “The work
is wonderful when it
goes well. And when
it doesn’t go well it’s
wonderful.”
King also imparted
knowledge about the
craft and vocation of
writing.

“Try to the best of
your ability to tell a
story that’s true,” King
said. “For me ‘Lisey’s
Story’ was what I understood about marriage, and the secrets
about marriage.”
He emphasized that
a story should come
from a place of sincerity and excitement.
When asked about
whether the inspiration
for the story’s monster,
the Long Boy, came
from his own life experiences, King answered
that it did.
“We all have our
own monsters, don’t
we?” he said. “Everything from anxiety to
phobias to drug problems to alcohol problems. We’ve all got a
Long Boy. Some are
more dangerous than
others.”
King
encouraged
students to harness
those fears, to face
them and use them to
better their craft.
Several
students

weighed-in on their experiences following the
events.
“It was a truly incredible
experience
that I didn’t think I’d
get the chance to have
when I started at UMaine. It inspired me, and
was a great opportunity that I’m thankful for,”
said Jackson Heichel,
a fourth-year English
student.
Other
students
shared the sentiment
that the experience
was one that they
would not soon forget.
“I think it was really
cool.
Growing
up watching things
like the Shining, and
reading King’s work
and meeting him was
a unique experience
that I’ll never forget,”
said Jacqui Weaver,
a fourth-year English
student.

UMaine professor discusses historical Native
American suppression in the Penobscot area

Kathryn Luck
Contributor

Native
American
history has been a
victim of erasure for
centuries. In a recent
lecture on Oct. 14, as
part of the Socialist
and Marxist Studies
Series, Professor Liam
Riordan
discussed
how perception surrounding the history
of colonialism in our
country has been drastically changing due
to pioneers in various
artistic, scholarly and
activist fields.
“The new insights of
ethno history, a sort of
approach to the past
that combines anthropological and historical
disciplinary traditions,

and also the strong
emergence of Native
American studies as
a field of knowledge
has really transformed
our
understanding
of what colonialism
means,” said Riordan,
a member of Bangor’s
Historic Preservation
Commission. He then
went on to discuss
some examples of how
this understanding has
been shaped recently
in our own community, specifically with the
removal of the Gomez
Memorial originally located in Bangor.
The memorial was
gifted to Bangor by a
community of Portuguese Americans from
New Bedford, Massachusetts, to commem-

orate the voyage that
Portuguese
explorer
Esteban Gomez took
to what is now modern day Penobscot
Bay Area. On this trip,
Gomez captured many
Indigineous
people
and took them back to
Spain, where they were
eventually lost track of
and presumably sold
into slavery.
In 2020, after 21
years standing, ambassadors from the Penobscot people argued
that the monument
memorializing this trip
was
inappropriate.
The monument was
removed a few months
later. Riordan emphasized that this removal
was a step in the right
direction, shifting his-

tory away from praising these early voyages for their discoveries
and instead holding
them accountable for
the terrors they caused
to the Indigenous people living there.
He later discussed
the work of English
professor, Lisa Brooks,
where she takes maps
and designates Indigenous people’s lands
without the borders
put into place by colonists.
Finally,
Riordan
talked at length about
the history of English
speakers taking over
the lands where Indigenous people lived and
the impact that had on
how we view our history. He drew attention

to different multimedia
art pieces, created by
different artists ranging from 1835 to 2020,
to show how public
reception of different
events in history, like
the attempted eradication of the Penobscot
Nation in 1755 and the
American Revolution,
has changed throughout the years.
“The
traditional
academy is closer to
this Indigenous perspective now than it
has been but there’s
still all sorts of room
for gap and sort of
fundamental different
conceptualization that
have really profound
implications for how
we understand the
world,” Riordan said of

the improvement ethno history has made in
eradicating the erasure
of Native American history and perspective.
For more information on Liam Riordan’s
work and this lecture,
including access to a
recording, you can visit https://video.maine.
edu/media/Fall+leccurseries+2021+1+/1_
dzcjjmod and for more
information on the
Socialist and Marxist
Studies Series and upcoming events you can
visit
https://umaine.
edu/socialistandmarxiststudiesseries/.

UMaine hosts first “Successful Research
Partnerships in the Lobster Industry” webinar

Samantha Sudol
Contributor

Oct. 6, the University of Maine hosted
the first of a series of
webinars focusing on
collaborative research
efforts in the lobster industry between
Maine Sea Grant, the
Maine
Department
of Marine Resources
and the University of
Maine’s Lobster Institute. The Maine Sea
Grant website explains
that the series focuses
on collaboration when
it comes to learning
about the various factors that are affected
by climate change in

the lobster industry.
Presenters Kathleen
Reardon, Matt Davos
and Joe Locurto Jr.
spoke about the Maine
DMR lobster sampling
programs, emphasizing the importance of
maintaining research
collaborations with the
Maine lobster industry.
“It’s important to
check in with the guys
out on the water everyday. Having that feedback and going back
and forth, and getting
push back is really
important,” said Reardon, a senior lobster
fishery biologist at the
DMR.
Collaboration
be-

tween scientists and
lobstermen is vital in
order to sustain the
lobster industry. This
includes watching for
trends across all stages in the life cycle of
the lobster. In the DMR
Lobster Monitor Program, scientists look
at the lobsters from
the stages of larvae,
young of year, sublegals, adults and reproduction. In the larval
stage, scientists have
been performing the
Boothbay Harbor Larval Survey. The Maine
DMR’s objectives focus on the larvae stages of lobsters and the
seasonal changes they

undergo.
Part of the Settlement Survey for the
young of year stage of
lobster allows for researchers to board the
ships of lobstermen to
track where the lobsters are for the future
sustainability of this
resource.
“We’re
collecting
so much data through
these surveys … We
stratify our locations
based on depth and
location … And so
you want to make sure
when you’re talking to
these captains, you
want to make sure that
that site does not move
between months, you

want it in the same
spot because you want
to compare how that
location looks across
time,” said Davos,
the sea sampling and
VTS coordinator at the
Maine DMR. “Taking
the time to explain why
is it we do what we do
is such an important
part of our job. I still
am learning new things
all the time and so I
think just as important
as teaching others has
been making sure to
listen. A lot. Especially to industry members
because they are the
ones who are on the
water just about every
day.”

The
sustainability and upkeep of the
lobster
industry
is
extremely important,
as it affects the lives
of the fishermen and
their families who depend on this resource.
By thinking of the future and the long-term
preservation of the
Gulf of Maine ecosystem, this will help the
community and lobster industry thrive for
years to come.
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This Week in Student Government

Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate
Grace Blanchard
Contributor
On Tuesday, Oct. 5,
the General Student Senate returned to the Bangor room in the Memorial
Union as they discussed
a new funding resolution
and preliminary recognition to multiple clubs.
This return to in-person meetings follows
a COVID-19 scare the
senate faced the previous week. After following
COVID-19 safety guidelines, all members were
able to return to meetings.
“We are doing very
well in terms of active
[COVID-19] cases, as of
Sept. 27, we had 39 active
cases. I think I spoke with
UNH over the weekend
and they said that they
have like 50-something,
so we are doing really well
in the northeast,” said the
President of the General
Student Senate, Zachary
Wiles.
The meeting opened
with club maintenance regarding two clubs looking
to receive preliminary recognition.
The club Circle K was
looking to receive preliminary recognition due
to inactivity. Maxwell
Rich, secretary of Circle
K spoke on behalf of the
club.
“Circle K International,
specifically, is a community service organization,
specifically collegiate. We
try to create fundraising
and events that can help
commit service for our
members and just around
the world, whether it’s
stuff with mental health,
childhood development,

homelessness and food
insecurity,” said Rich.
The collegiate branch
of the Kiwanis International family, CKI, is a service
organization that offers
unique service and leadership opportunities. According to Rich, the club
currently has around 1520 members.
After a unanimous decision, the senate moved
to give preliminary recognition to Circle K.
It was also a successful night for the American
Sign Language Club who
was seeking recognition
as well.
The President of the
American Sign Language
club, Megan Oehler,
spoke on behalf of the
club.
“Our purpose here
on campus is to spread
awareness about deaf
history and culture, and
also the language itself,”
said Oehler.
Frank Kelly, vice president of financial affairs
of the General Student
Senate, asked about the
quality and quantity of
the current American Sign
Language courses offered by the university.
“I would say the quality
is very high. It would get
really nitty-gritty into the
structure and grammar of
ASL but this club is more
for people if they don’t
necessarily have time or
are just interested,” said
Oehler.
Vice President Kelly believes this club is a
great addition to the campus experience.
“I think our campus
should be as open and
inclusive as possible and

Tune Into This!

this organization stands to
better that, so I wish them
all the luck and I think we
should recognize them,”
said Kelly.
After a clear majority
vote, the senate voted to
recognize the club.
A heavy topic of the
meeting became how the
senate would move forward in funding apparel
for student organizations.
The Executive Budget
Committee proposed to
the senate that the initial
method of funding apparel be amended.
Originally, there was
a stipulation in place that
only t-shirts would be
considered for additional
funding from the senate,
and required a University
of Maine Student Government logo on the front.
The new resolution
states that they are changing that to include any
apparel, not just t-shirts,
with EBC approval. The
resolution states, “In the
case of shirts, the entire
backside must be taken
up by a UMSG logo.” This
change in policy sparked

a debate amongst the
senate.
“We have a long history of races that are big
fundraisers, and in order
to put them on they get
funding from lots of different sources and student
government has been a
part of those for many
years,” said Lauri Didelko,
advisor to the General
Student Senate. “I would
hate to see that somebody couldn’t do something like that or would be
limited on that because
the financial policy would
put you in a place where
you couldn’t contribute to
some really good fundraising types of things,”
said Sidelko.
Her concern comes
from the idea that this
would limit funding for
clubs that receive funding
from other sponsors. Vice
President Kelly spoke on
this issue.
“This is for apparel that
is going to club members
and leaving with them,”
said Kelly. He said that
apparel for fundraisers
such as a racing event

“That’s something we’re
trying to avoid in the future,” said Kelly.
The student government is funded by the
activity fee provided by
the students, so there
were concerns that this
new resolution would be
a turn-off to students and
their organizations.
“We also are representing the students and I
don’t know how students
would feel, for example, if
say the service projects
don’t get their own jackets
or they feel like they don’t
get their own thing that
says they did this, and
it feels instead like it is a
UMaine student government thing,” said Senator
Fishbang.
There was a motion
made to end the debate
and move directly to a
vote. After a vote, this resolution did not pass and
was sent back to the Executive Budget Committee in which they will need
to make a new resolution
and then try to present it
again to the Senate at a
future date.
The senate meeting
ended with a vote to appoint four senators to the
Executive Budget Committee. Those elected included Senator Connor
Bray, Senator Meredith
Mitchell, Senator Michael
Delorge and Senator
Paige Allen.

What’s happening this week at UMaine & Beyond

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

On this day in 1867,
the Alaska Purchase
occurred. The U.S.
bought the territory
of Alaska from Russia
for $7.2 million.

On this day in
1781, British forces surrendered to
George Washington
at the Battle of Yorktown. This marked the
end of the Revolutionary War.

The University of
Maine is hosting an
online
Engineering
Job Fair via CareerLink. Students will be
able to visit with potential employers from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Police
Beat

would be considered differently, but could still be
partially sponsored by
EBC and GSS.
Others also expressed
their concerns about the
change to this resolution.
“I have some concerns
about only sponsoring apparel that has the
words UMaine student
government on it. I understand the idea that we’re
not supposed to be giving out apparel so much
but at the same time I feel
like that should at least be
an option, so I have my
doubts about this one,”
said Senator Fishbang.
President Wiles clarified that it has always
been this way, all the resolution is doing is changing
the location of the logo.
“It used to be the upper left chest. I will say,
as a point of debate, I
do think that only allowing the logo to be on the
back is kind of limiting,
you might want to think of
just amending the resolution to have it so the logo
can be on the shirt as long
as it’s plainly visible,” said
President Wiles.
Vice President of Financial Affairs, Frank Kelly, expressed that apparel
is very difficult to outline
in financial policies. “One
group might come in and
ask for fanny packs, another group might ask
for lanyards, a third could
ask for t-shirts and trying
to outline those is just impossible,” said Kelly.
Kelly also explained
that in the previous year
they ran into issues with
clubs putting the UMSG
logo on the apparel, but
making it barely visible.

Maddy Gernhard
News Editor

Thursday
The Center for
Student Involvement
is hosting pumpkin carving at 8 p.m.
in the North Pod of
the Memorial Union.
The event will be first
come first serve.

10/6
11:15 p.m. On a
path behind Patch
Hall, a subject fell off
his skateboard and
broke his leg. He was
transported to Northern Light Hospital in
Bangor and treated
for the injuries.

Friday
The Center for Student Involvement is
hosting a dodgeball
tournament on the
Mall at 9 p.m. Grab
some friends and
head on over for a
great time, weather
permitting.

10/4
6:22 p.m. In the
area of Cumberland
Hall by Long Road, a
subject fell from his
bicycle and suffered
minor lacerations on
his face. The subject
was seen by UVAC,
but was not transported.

10/2
12:19 a.m. Officers
responded to reports
of an intoxicated person behind Knox Hall.
UVAC transported a
first-year student for
alcohol poisoning.
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More than just a ‘safety school’:
public universities are the future
of post-secondary education

Graphic by David Jakacky.

Emma Vannorsdall
Opinion Editor
Senior year of highschool marks a huge
transition period for
students. For those
planning to attend college, it means embracing the notorious application process and
placing the uncertainty
of their future into the
best institution they
possibly can. Their future rests on the decision they make, so
it’s no surprise students spend a significant amount of time
polishing their essays
and obsessing over
standardized
testing
scores.
College
advisors
stratify colleges into
the acceptance rate
hierarchy––the
best
being
the
“reach
schools,” middle being
the “target schools,”
and worst being the
disesteemed
“safety schools.” Based
solely on acceptance
rates and expected
standardized
testing
scores, these terms
contribute to a poten-

tially harmful culture
of college elitism. A
culture that unfortunately suggests that
students’ self worth
and future are reflected solely by the acceptance rate of the
institution where they
spend the next four
years.
This affects not only
the self esteem of students but more importantly the financial and
social futures of these
impressionable young
adults. With little guidance otherwise, the
pressure to attend the
most prestigious university often leads students to take on substantial student loan
debt.
In 2020, the average
accumulated debt for
graduates was nearly $30,000. When the
choice is between attending a more affordable, less prestigious
state school and a more
expensive, lower acceptance rate private
school, many choose
the latter. With promises of higher-paying
jobs, better oppor-

tunities and smarter
peers, for many years
this was the accepted collegiate path to
take. It wasn’t until the
COVID-19 pandemic’s
national shift to remote
learning that students
began to question this
paradigm.
Behind the same
screens, learning the
same material, students began to question the true cost
of education. State
schools are now gaining popularity for their
affordable cost, large
sizes and equally competitive
programs.
These once frowned
upon “safety schools”
are becoming popular alternatives to
the hefty price tag attached to prestige, and
rightfully so. Beyond
affordability,
many
community
colleges
and state schools offer
incredible programs,
diverse student populations, broad athletic
programs and equally
expansive career opportunities.
The University of
Maine has an accep-

tance rate of 92%. It
has rolling admission
and is a test-optional
school. By the traditional college ranking
hierarchy, for some it’s
considered a “safety school,” and that
trivializing term insinuates that UMaine is
somehow lesser than
similar institutions. It
dismisses the incredible aspects of this
school, and it discourages highschool students from pursuing an
affordable, accessible
and competitive education.
For in-state students, one semester’s
tuition is, on average,
less than $6,000. For
New England regional
students, it’s less than
$10,000. UMaine has
a 16:1 faculty to student ratio and has an
average 10-year post
graduate earnings of
$46,700. For comparison, the national average is $34,300. These
statistics are often
overlooked and undervalued.
Other
commonly overlooked factors

of UMaine are the
incredible
academic opportunities this
school offers. UMaine
has a strong nursing
program packed with
diligent students. The
arts program, taught
by acclaimed professors, provides immersive experiences in the
print studio and other
great facilities. The
Maine Track MD program offers a pathway
for students to attend
Tufts Medical School,
and the already impressive engineering
program is upgrading
to a $78 million Ferland
Engineering Education
and Design Center.
Students can destress at the architecturally renowned rec
center or practice bouldering at the indoor
rock climbing facility.
They enjoy Greek life,
student organizations,
and exciting D1 athletic events, which will
be further enhanced by
the future $110 million
athletic facility.
The strong community, vibrant spirit,
diversity and inclusion

define this school, not
the acceptance rate.
The academic excellence, hard working
students, caring professors and post-graduate opportunities define this school, not the
perception of others.
Every day the students
and faculty work hard
to invest in our future.
To us, it’s not a “safety school.” It’s an opportunity, and it’s our
home.
Don’t count your
state schools out. Research the financial options they can provide
you. Apply for scholarships, learn about their
different
programs
and prioritize what a
school can provide for
you over what the demands it expects from
you. Lastly, remember
that the four years of
college are what you
make of it. Don’t underestimate your safety schools, and don’t
underestimate
yourself.
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The lasting effects of COVID-19:
college students struggle with
returning to in-person education
Sydney Jackson
Contributor
Incoming first-year
college students usually hear about how
college will be the best
four years of your life,
but for many of us,
they have now become
a struggle with the onset of COVID-19. We
are rapidly approaching the two year anniversary of the closure
of the University of
Maine, along with most
schools and businesses all around the world,
due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Yet the side
effects of COVID-19
physically,
mentally
and emotionally, still
retain a strong grasp
on us all.
When the pandemic
began, I was a sophomore, barely 20-years-

old and looking forward to the remaining
years of my carefree college career.
COVID-19 hit and now
suddenly, I’m a senior,
almost 22 and looking
ahead to graduating
in May. That’s a lot
for anyone to come to
terms with, but college
students especially are
struggling with this acceptance, along with
the daily pressures
that being a university
student offers.
UMaine
students remember that
gut-wrenching email,
indicating that the severity of the pandemic had increased and
that we would all be
forced to go home and
continue our education online. This online
education
continued
for the majority of stu-

dents in their fall 2020
and spring 2021 semesters, but with the
increase in accessibility to vaccines, UMaine students excitedly
returned to campus for
their fall 2021 semester. However, this transition back to in-person learning has been
anything but easy.
This transition was
not as simple as opening up the classroom
doors and everything
going back to normal.
Our idea of experiencing a normal preCOVID-19 education
will never exist again.
That’s a very difficult
thing to come to terms
with, but it’s essential
to understand in order
for universities and
colleges across the
country to better help
assist their students in

their transition back to
in-person education.
We have to remember that students are
not only trying to adjust to being back
in-person and learn
how to be in group environments again. Students are also dealing
with their own mental
health struggles, dealing with COVID-19 exposure and infection,
trying to regain their
social lives and simply trying to enjoy being a college student
again. With this pandemic comes anxiety,
stress, sickness and
grief. When classes
get out, students are
still human beings that
are dealing with all the
loss and trauma that
this pandemic has resulted in.
The grace that was

provided during the
last year and a half
needs to continue as
students go through
this difficult transition and try to regain
the lives they had before COVID-19. There
should be no penalties of any sort when
it comes to students
missing class due to
illness. We are still very
much in this pandemic
and resources should
be provided to ensure
that no student is left
behind due to something that is out of their
control. The last thing
a student suffering
from COVID-19 should
be worrying about is if
they’re going to lose
points for not being
able to go to class or
do their work.
The attitude during
the pandemic was

centered around togetherness, especially
in the initial months.
Slowly, as more things
have begun opening
up, that attitude has
begun to fade. We are
still in this together and
need to show grace
and kindness to one
another as everyone
makes their return to
the world, whether it’s
a return to a business,
a return to work or a
return to education.
Everyone could use
some
understanding
and assistance during
this transitional period,
especially young college students.

The dirty truth about clean living
In recent years,
you may have seen
terms such as “clean,”
“green” and “nothing
bad inside” proudly brandished across
labels in every aisle,
from makeup to shower products, to dish
soap and sunscreen.
But what do these
words even mean?
Buying
specific
products based on
the moral compass of
environmental
consciousness is nothing
new, and this mindset
has been skyrocketing
as consumers work
toward reducing their
participation in ecologically harmful activities.
In the fight toward
conscientious
consumerism, new revelations have brought
more questions that
are left unanswered
to the average consumer. Since the late
20th century, numerous scientific papers
have been published

examining the biological effects of potentially harmful chemicals,
leading to the restriction or outright ban of
many. A famous example is asbestos, a
fibrous crystal which
causes
asbestosis,
lung cancer and mesothelioma from longterm exposure.
While many chemicals, such as asbestos, are definitively
known to be harmful
to humans, many other
chemicals are swimming in uncertainty
about their true safety.
Scientific publications
are notoriously difficult reads, written in a
complex language that
is indecipherable to
the average consumer.
They’re not as accessible and widespread
as the labels and marketing provided by
companies. It’s not
surprising that many
consumers are not
aware of the scientific
literature surrounding

products.
These concerns aren’t limited to everyday
consumers, either. Hawaii recently banned
the sale of sunscreens
containing oxybenzone
and octinoxate, citing
concerns from scientific publications that
detailed the harmful
effects of these chemicals on marine life, notably coral bleaching.
With one of the richest
marine
ecosystems
on the planet, Hawaii
works tirelessly to preserve its vitality. Doing
so means adopting a
better safe than sorry mindset — a highly
protective approach.
However, that allows
for bans that might not
have strong scientific
evidence, like the recent sunscreen ban,
to still impact the legal
system.
Scientific publications about oxybenzone safety frequently
end on a teetering conclusion, in which they

say lab settings may
show a correlation, but
more research is needed. These lab settings
often don’t reflect real
life exposure or usage,
but for both consumers and companies in
the ‘clean’ movement,
that ‘maybe’ translates
to a strong definitive
answer.
This article from
Reef Repair (which
coincidentally sells its
own “reef safe” branded sunscreen) uses
frightening words and
imagery to paint oxybenzone as “dangerous” and that humans
should avoid exposure
at all costs. They link
numerous studies and
journal
publications,
which appears to bolster their credibility,
but reading through
these links reveals
gross
misinterpretations of the actual
data.
For example, they
state that oxybenzone
is linked to ‘organ tox-

icity,’ implying that this
is a risk you face when
you have oxybenzone
in your sunscreen.
The associated link is
a short explanation of
oxybenzone from the
American
Chemical
Society, which displays the traditional
chemical hazard list for
oxybenzone. Although
the hazard list includes
organ toxicity among
other hazards, this
describes completely
pure, 100% lab-grade
oxybenzone if you ingest it, get it in your
eyes or inhale vapors
in a laboratory setting.
Nobody is casually
eating their sunscreen,
hopefully. The concentration of oxybenzone
in typical sunscreens
is also incredibly low
compared to pure, labgrade products.
In Reef Repair’s
article, they cleverly
sprinkle in ads for their
own ‘reef safe’ products in between horror stories about oxy-

benzone. This is just
one example out of
dozens of companies
that weaponize misinterpretation and misinformation to sell their
alternative
products
as better, cleaner, and
greener because they
don’t use those “bad
chemicals.”
These
kinds
of
buzzword terms aren’t
rooted in any scientific or chemical definition, and only contribute to misinformation
and fear instead of
educating consumers
on what’s inside their
cabinets.
Ultimately
it’s up to companies
to provide better ingredient transparency,
including
explaining
what the chemicals in
their products actually do in order to help
others be less afraid of
chemicals they don’t
recognize or can’t pronounce.

Horoscopes 10.17 through 10.23
Rebekah Sands
Editor in Chief
Taurus (April 21 –
May 20)
This week, the new
moon in Libra takes
place in your area of
sense
of
purpose.
Working with Venus
entering Sagittarius in
your eighth house of all
things taboo, stay true
to your fire as you find
the balance between
what you desire and
how to make it yours.
Gemini (May 21 –
June 22)
How many plates
do you have spinning
in the air, Gemini? On
Wednesday, the Libra
moon settles in your
creative house, so it’s
time to work on finding
a balance and putting
your visions on paper. Venus enters your
house of relationships
the next day and asks
you to take the leap
and explore new as-

pects of your bond.
Check off a bucket list
item with a friend today.
Cancer (June 23 –
July 21)
This week, the Libra
new moon will hit your
area of home and foundations. Are you sure
you’ve got a handle
on what’s keeping you
grounded? As Pluto
stations direct in your
house of sharing and
relationships, so now
might be the time to
reinvent your base before it crumbles.
Leo (July 22 – Aug.
23)
Especially with the
Mercury
retrograde
happening until the
end of the month,
watch what you say as
the moon in Libra falls
into your communication sector. It’s time to
find your boundaries
and pick your battles.
Channel this energy as
Venus enters your fifth,

creative house. Do
some writing, work on
Inktober or bake some
pumpkin muffins.
Virgo (Aug. 24 –
Sept. 23)
How’s your relationship with money?
The Libra moon falls
in your financial and
work ethic sector this
week, and now might
be a good time to give
yourself a mental and
physical budget. With
Pluto reinventing your
creative area, reinvest
your time into things
that will help you grow.
Libra (Sept. 24 –
Oct. 23)
It’s okay to be visibly unstable — the
moon is stopping by to
visit. Be emotional and
then do a face mask,
it helps. Lean into
what comforts you,
but don’t be afraid to
mix things up as Pluto
stations direct in your
house of home.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 –

Nov. 22)
Whatever is ending for you this week,
Scorpio, is going out
with a bang. With the
new moon in Libra as a
symbol of the ultimate
form of balance and
justice, get ready to
rock with Pluto direct
as the planet of reinvention in your 12th
house of death and
rebirth. You’ll come
out better on the other
side.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23
– Dec. 21)
This might be a
heartwarming
week
for you, Sagittarius.
As the Libra moon settles into your house
of friends and hopes,
lean into those around
you and stay positive
to balance out the bad
vibes as things get
tough. Venus enters
your house of self, so
take a little extra time
to self-care and reflect on what parts of

your identity keep you
grounded.
Capricorn (Dec. 22
– Jan. 20)
The Libra new moon
will hit your career
of finances and public image, so hold off
on making a finsta or
posting your hot takes
on Twitter this week.
As Pluto stations direct in your house of
personal identity, now
might be a good time
to vibe-check getting
that new haircut and
really think about it before you begin to toy
with your outward image.
Aquarius (Jan. 21 –
Feb.19)
It’s time to stop
and take a breath. On
Wednesday, the Libra
moon settles in your
house of learning and
travel, so it’s time to
work on finding a balance between your
social and academic
lives this week. Venus

falls into your social
area on Thursday, so
even though it’s tempting, set some boundaries on how much time
you’re spending with
your friends instead of
on school or resetting
with me-time.
Pisces (Feb. 20 –
March 20)
Don’t be too hard
on yourself this week.
This week, the new
moon in Libra takes
place in your area of
all things taboo. Working with Venus entering
your house of career
and outward perception, stay true to your
fire as you find the
balance between what
you desire and how to
make it yours.
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#YouMaine: Fourth-year student looks
forward to her final semester in college

Meaghan Bellavance

Culture Editor

Fourth-year University of Maine student
Kerissa
Marquissee
will soon be registering
for her classes for the
last time in her undergraduate studies. Even
though the pandemic
impacted more than
half of her time in college, her spirit and energy never dampened.
Marquissee
grew
up in the village of
Mohawk in New York.
Before
transferring
to UMaine in the fall
of 2020, she attended Herkimer County
Community College in
Herkimer, New York.
She was a member of
their volleyball team
there, and traveled to
different
community
colleges to compete
against them.
Originally, she was
studying to become
a physical therapist,
but changed her major and received her
associate’s degree in
liberal arts and sciences. Now, at UMaine,
she is studying for her
bachelor’s in wildlife
ecology.
“My passion for
wildlife was stronger
than the medical field,”
said Marquissee. “This
passion runs in [my]

family. I grew up loving
it through my dad and
decided it would be
the best career path
for me.”
During her first year
as a transfer student
at UMaine, Marquissee
found ways to get involved. She participated in Club Volleyball
for her first semester,
and is a member of the
Wildlife Society. She
attends their weekly
meetings to do fun activities outdoors with
other students in her
major.
Over the summer
after her first year at
UMaine, Marquissee
interned at the Utica
Zoo as a conservation
education intern.
“I attended birthday parties, nursing
homes and schools to
educate the public on
animals and the importance of their role
in the environment, as
well as identifying the
animals’ physical features and where they
are from,” said Marquissee.
Marquissee
plans
to graduate from UMaine next spring. After
graduation, she hopes
to find a job in Florida,
although she is willing
to move to just about
anywhere
that her
work will bring her.

Photo provided by Kerissa Marquissee.
“I want to become
a
research-based
wildlife biologist, preferably working with
mammals,” said Marquissee. “I am also
willing to branch out
into other focuses,
though, and work with
any animals or species

that I can. Overall, I will
just be excited to be
out in the field doing
what I love.”
She is still deciding whether or not she
will attend graduate
school. If she does,
it won’t be for a few
years after she gradu-

ates from UMaine.
“I’m going to go into
the field first with my
bachelor’s and see if it
is what I like and what I
really want to do before
deciding if I want to go
to graduate school,”
said Marquissee.
Although she’s reg-

istering for her final semester of classes and
nearing
graduation,
which makes her sad
knowing her time at
UMaine is almost over,
she remains hopeful
and excited to finally
begin her career and
build a life for herself.

“No Time to Die” finally brings
the Bond franchise to a close

Photo via hollywoodreporter.com.

Aidan Leavitt
Contributor
3/5 Stars
On Oct. 8, the last
James Bond franchise
film “No Time to Die”
was released. It bristled with energy right
out of the gate even
though it had been
waiting to play in theaters for over a year.
“No Time to Die’’
is an oddly situated
film. Originally slated
to hit silver screens
across the globe in
April 2020, it had to
be pushed back due
to the COVID-19 pandemic similar to its
theater-mates such as
Denis Villanueve’s upcoming “DUNE.” This
is for good reason, as
not only did postpon-

ing the film keep moviegoers safe, it also
saved Eon Productions
millions.
Despite this being
the last film that Daniel Craig will play as
Bond, living up to the
previous installment’s
jaw-dropping box office earnings of $880
million will be no small
undertaking.
Only
time will tell if audiences shell out for the
big-budget flick.
There was some
drama regarding who
would helm the $250
million dollar effort.
After “Skyfall” and
“Spectre”
director
Sam Mendes made his
exit, the studio courted potential directors
such as Villanueve and
Christopher Nolan be-

fore settling on Danny
Boyle. This appeared
to be a misstep, as
Boyle parted ways after six months back in
2018 due to creative
differences
regarding the script. American director Cary Joji
Fukunaga was then
tapped for the role and
managed to wrap principal filming back in
October of 2019.
Despite his age of
53, Craig looks good in
his last appearance as
Bond, and the well-rehearsed fight scenes
are dynamic and work
to great effect.
Jeffery Wright reprises his role as Felix
Leiter, and the two actors play off each other well. Although the
script is a little lacking,

their chemistry is clear.
Craig is also joined by
Ana De Armas, playing the character of
Paloma, and Lashanna
Lynch, playing Nomi,
MI6’s replacement 007.
There is some playful
banter between Nomi
and Bond throughout
the film, which is fun to
watch. Arma’s Paloma
is a quirky character,
one who elicits some
clever one-liners from
Bond, and with any
luck it’s a role we’ll see
reprised in Bond’s next
iteration.
Rami Malek tries his
best to keep the film
engaging as the main
antagonist, but the
character is just a stereotypical Bond villain
with a loose sense of
motive.

At the end of the day,
it’s all good fun when
it comes to a classic
Bond action movie;
none of the A-list actors miss their mark for
more than a scene, the
production quality is
good because it’s expensive, save the rare
flaw which looks horridly out of place and
the script needs a little
help.
The director seems
to pick locations characterized by what is
fast becoming a tiring
aesthetic:
industrial
architecture consisting
of cement, glass and
exposed metal pipe.
There are pretty shots
amongst the bland, but
overall, the cinematography lacks vision.
These
qualms
are

somewhat superficial,
but what really brings
the movie down is its
runtime. The lengthy
2 hour and 45 minute
runtime really starts
to wear the viewer
down. Lots of needless,
straightforward
dialogue and many
useless
expositional scenes could have
been cut from the back
half of the movie.
It is certainly a well
put together film in the
first half and does what
it should by giving
Craig a proper sendoff. Had more care
been given to narrative, it could have been
something a little more
attention-holding.
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National Holidays: Oct. 18 through Oct. 22

Photo via worldwildlife.org.
Meaghan Bellavance

Culture Editor
Monday:
Chocolate
Day

National
Cupcake

Start your week off
with a sweet treat because today is National Chocolate Cupcake
Day. According to nationaltoday.com, this
delicious dessert food
was first introduced
in the 1796 cookbook
“American Cookery,”
written by Amelia Simmons. Simmons was
the first American to
write
a
cookbook.
Good thing she did,
because now chocolate cupcakes are
enjoyed
nationwide.
Whether it be storebought or homemade,
chocolate
cupcakes
are perfect for parties

and gatherings. There
is no shame, though,
if you want to eat
them on an ordinary
day! Celebrate today
by baking the sweet
treat yourself or buying
them from a local bakery business. Oct. 18 is
also National No Beard
Day, National Health
Education Week and
Health Care Aide Day.
Tuesday: National
New Friends Day
As we enter the
heart of fall, staple seasonal activities such
as corn mazes, apple
picking and pumpkin
carving are happening. With today being
National New Friends
Day, take the leap and
invite new friends to
enjoy these activities
with you! Whether it be

friends you just met or
people you have been
meaning to introduce
yourself to, use this opportunity to grow new
friendships and create
everlasting memories
and connections. You
never know, they may
just end up being your
best friend. Oct. 19 is
also National Seafood
Bisque Day, National
Pharmacy Technician
Day and LGBT Center
Awareness Day.
Wednesday: International Sloth Day
Today is the perfect time for animal
lovers to celebrate an
incredible
creature.
Oct. 20 is International Sloth Day. According to worldwildlife.
org, the pygmy sloth
is critically endangered

and the maned sloth
is vulnerable. Show
these animals some
love and support today
by donating to wildlife
organizations to help
save and preserve their
species. If you are unable to donate, share
about it on social media! Spread the word,
visit your local zoo and
overall show your appreciation for sloths.
Oct. 20 is also National Medical Assistants
Day, National Day on
Writing and International Chefs Day.
Thursday: National
Pumpkin Cheesecake
Day
Halloween is approaching and fall is
in full swing. Today
is National Pumpkin
Cheesecake Day, so

what better way to celebrate the season than
to eat a fall-themed
dessert! According to
n a t i o n a l t o d a y. c o m ,
cheesecake dates all
the way back to Greece
in the 5th century B.C.
Nowadays,
cheesecake can be found in
all sorts of flavors from
oreo to birthday cake
to coconut creme. To
celebrate fall, take advantage of this holiday
and indulge with some
pumpkin cheesecake.
If you don’t like pumpkin, then try caramel
apple cheesecake to
stay in the fall spirit!
Oct. 21 is also National
Reptile Day, National
Apple Day and National Pets for Veterans
Day.
Friday:
Color Day

National

Today is National
Color Day! This day
can be celebrated in
a countless number of
ways. Wear your favorite color to work or
school. Tie-dye some
shirts with your friends.
You could even take
some time alone to
immerse yourself in a
coloring book or create a colorful painting!
With a holiday that is
limitless, anything is
possible today with
how you want to celebrate colors. Oct. 22 is
also National Nut Day,
International Stuttering
Awareness Day and International Caps Lock
Day.
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Despite a fourth quarter rally by the
Tribe, the Black Bears hold on to win

Photo by Olivia Schanck.

Dalton Bartlett
Contributor
On Saturday, Oct.
16, 2021, the William
& Mary Tribe football team faced off
against the University
of Maine. The Black
Bears controlled most
of the game and were
able to hold off a late
game comeback from
the Tribe to win their
second game of the
year 27-16.
“I’d like to make
it a little easier than
that at the end there,
but we really needed a win,” said head
coach Nick Charlton
after the game. “It really was a great week
of practice. Sunday
was a very difficult day
for this program. We
had some very serious
conversations
about
this program and what
we needed to do. And I
think [the players] took
that and ran with that.”
Coming into the
game, the Tribe had
the all time series lead
in head to head match-

ups between the two
schools by one win.
UMaine would be looking to tie the series on
Saturday. Before this
game, the Tribe was on
a four game win streak
coming off of a 31-24
victory over the University of Albany.
After being forced to
punt on their first drive,
UMaine
responded
when third-year defensive lineman Josh
Lezin forced a fumble,
which was recovered
by fifth-year defensive
back Fofie Bazzie. This
would set up an 11
play 63-yard drive that
would set up a 7-yard
touchdown pass from
second-year quarterback Derek Robertson
to second-year running
back Freddie Brock.
After forcing the
Tribe to punt the ball
again, UMaine took it
back down the field
highlighted by a 16yard keeper for Robertson and a 23-yard
pass from Robertson
to fifth-year receiver
Andre Miller to set up a

21-yard field goal from
fifth-year kicker Jonny
Messina.
The next series for
the Tribe ended in another turnover as firstyear quarterback Darius Wilson’s pass went
in and out of his receivers hands and was
intercepted by firstyear defensive back
Kahzir Brown. Even
though UMaine got
the turnover, they were
not able to do anything
with it and were forced
to punt the ball back to
the Tribe.
On the next drive,
UMaine forced the
Tribe to punt again but
the punt was muffed
and the Tribe recovered the punt. The
Tribe’s offense was
able to move the ball
all the way to the 33yard line, where they
fell short and UMaine
got the ball back.
Right after that,
UMaine was able to
methodically move the
ball downfield again.
The drive took 16 plays
and Brock scored his

second touchdown on
a 22-yards rush. The
Tribe got the ball back
but missed a field goal
right before halftime
with the Black Bears
leading 17-0.
After halftime, the
Tribe were forced to
punt again, leading to
an amazing touchdown
catch from Robertson
to fourth-year receiver
Devin Young, who was
held onto but somehow was able to catch
the ball on the tip and
get into the endzone.
After the score from
Young, the Tribe started to get things going
when Wilson scored on
a quarterback keeper, shortly after Messina kicked a 42-yard
field goal in the fourth
quarter to give UMaine
a commanding 27-8
lead. Wilson was able
to cut the deficit to
11 for the Tribe when
he found fourth-year
receiver Zach Burdick
wide open on the very
next drive for a 76-yard
bomb.
After forcing UMa-

ine to punt again, the
Tribe drove all the way
down the field in ten
minutes, but a bad decision by Wilson led to
an easy interception by
fourth-year linebacker Adrian Otero in the
endzone.
“I was surprised
they didn’t run the ball.
They had two big runs
just before that, I just
did my job and the ball
was just right there,”
Otero said after the
game.
UMaine got the
ball back and they
were able to run out
the clock, ending the
game before the Tribe
got another chance to
score.
Robertson finished
the game passing for
223 yards, two touchdowns and no turnovers. Brock had 15
carries for 88 yards
and one touchdown,
while also catching
four passes for 26
yards and another
touchdown. Young led
the team in receiving
with six catches for

81 yards and a touchdown.
Second-year linebacker Xavier Nurse
led the defense with
eight total tackles.
UMaine’s
defense
did not record a single sack, which has
been an issue for the
defense for multiple
weeks now. Otero and
Brown both intercepted Wilson.
Wilson finished the
day going 8-16 for 133
yards, one touchdown
and two interceptions.
Third-year
running
back Donavyn Lester
led the team in rushing with 13 carries for
112 yards. Wilson also
had six carries for 44
yards and a touchdown. Zack Buurdick
led the team with two
receptions for 82 yards
and notably made that
76-yard touchdown reception.
UMaine improved to
2-4 with this win and
will travel next week to
the University of Albany in New York.

Men’s national team ends October with
emphatic victory over Costa Rica
Michael Corrado
Contributor
With the World Cup
a little over a year
away, nations across
the globe are vying for
their spot in one of the
greatest
spectacles
in the sporting world,
including the United
States’ Men’s National
Team. Here in the U.S.,
head coach Gregg
Berhalter is more than
ready to make up for
the group’s failure to
qualify for the World
Cup in 2018. The infamous “Trinidad and
Tobago game,” as it is
now known as, marked
the end of an era in
American soccer on
the national stage,
opening up the door
for boundless amounts
of youth to join the roster.
That youth was on
display over the past
two weeks as the team
participated in World
Cup qualifying match-

es against three fellow
CONCACAF nations.
Berhalter’s group took
on Jamaica, Panama
and Costa Rica, three
nations that all pose a
serious threat. Beginning the slate of matches with a rematch of
the 2017 Gold Cup Final, the U.S. welcomed
the Jamaican National
Team to the Q2 Stadium in Austin.
The match featured
a star-studded lineup
for the American side,
with youngster Ricardo
Pepi earning his place
in the squad only about
a month after declaring
his citizenship for the
U.S. instead of Mexico. With Pepi, other
top-level talents such
as FC Barcelona’s
Sergino Dest, Juventus’ Weston McKennie
and the New England
Revolution’s Matt Turner rounded out one of
the better squads in
recent USMNT history.
Under the night sky

in Texas, the two nations started their battle feverishly, playing
to a scoreless halftime
whistle. Both teams
came within inches of
scoring, with Jamal
Lowe having his curled
effort parried away by
Turner before halftime,
and Weston McKennie
having a free-kick from
the edge of the box
deflected over the bar
just minutes beforehand.
The second half
of the game became
a completely different story, as only
four
minutes
after
the break, Pepi managed to strike. A perfect cross from Dest
found Pepi’s head,
completely uncovered
in the six-yard-box,
before the FC Dallas
forward headed home
the opening tally. Pepi
continued his dominating run of play about
12 minutes later when
a low cross from Bren-

dan Aaronson was met
by Pepi’s outstretched
foot, and subsequently
found the back of the
net. With a 2-0 lead,
the American side was
able to fend off any further advances en route
to a confident victory.
While the team was
able to celebrate the
victory, the joy was not
long-lived. In their second match in the October qualifying window, the team took on
Panama, who had the
home-field advantage.
The team featured an
almost completely new
starting lineup with
only Turner, Paul Arriola, Yunus Musah and
Walker
Zimmerman
having started in the
Jamaica game. Facing a surprisingly stout
Panamanian side, the
teams remained scoreless at halftime just as
they had against Jamaica.
Panama capitalized
only ten minutes into

the second half off the
head of team captain,
Anibal Godoy, scoring the goal that cemented them as the
winners. The loss for
the USMNT set up a
nerve-wracking
final
game with Panama,
who were now tied at
eight points with the
U.S.
Heading to Lower.
com Field to play Costa Rica in Columbus,
Ohio, Berhalter reverted to the lineup that he
used against Jamaica
with only a few minor
changes. The most notable was the involvement of goalkeeper
Zack Steffen.
Steffen was thrown
straight into the fire
early, as Costa Rica’s
Keysher Fuller tapped
home a cross in the
first minute, leading
to collective calls for
offsides by the American team. Furiously searching for an
equalizer, Sergino Dest

set the tone with his
twenty-fourth minute
strike from the edge
of the box finding the
top corner of the net,
sending the American
Outlaws into a frenzy.
The second half
looked to be the U.S.
Men’s game for the
taking. Forward Timothy Weah charged
into the box and rifled
a shot that ricocheted
off the post and keeper Keylor Navas, before rolling into the
goal and putting the
American side ahead
2-1 with just under 30
minutes to play. Berhalter’s side held onto
the lead and collected all three points at
the end of 90 minutes,
putting his squad in a
great position for the
next month of qualifying matchups.
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UMaine falls to UNH 1-0 in Border Battle

Michael Corrado
Contributor

Fresh off of their
dominant 4-1 victory
at Stony Brook University this past week,
the University of Maine
women’s soccer team
readily welcomed the
University
of
New
Hampshire to Mahaney Diamond in this
season’s edition of the
“Border Battle.”
UNH attacked directly from the kickoff, sending a long ball
in the direction of the
UMaine goal before
rolling out for a goal
kick. The Wildcats put
the pressure on early, when a dangerous
New Hampshire cross
forced
fourth-year
Black Bear keeper Kira
Kutzinski into a tricky
save, clearing the danger thanks to some
great positioning.
Only a few minutes
later, UMaine looked
to counter and strike
quickly. A perfect-

ly placed ball from
second-year forward
Tegan Morrison nearly found its way to the
foot of a teammate,
before UNH was able
to clear the danger.
Morrison’s
attacking
skills were on display
as she baited a Wildcat defender into tackling her at the edge of
the 18-yard-box, setting up a free-kick in a
menacing position.
Third-year defender Halle Rogers took
the set piece, having a
nearly-perfectly placed
ball slide through the
area and out for a goal
kick. Similar to previous matches, Kutzinski
came in to save the day
more times than not,
and none more important at this point than
her save in the seventh-minute. Fourthyear UNH forward and
captain
Francesca
Picicci streaked into
the box untouched,
but was denied after
Kutzinski cut down the

angle and stifled what
was a dangerous attack.
Yet again, Kutzinski came to the Black
Bears’ rescue in the
sixteenth-minute, parrying away a curled
effort from a Wildcat
forward. About four
minutes later, disaster
was narrowly avoided
for the home team. A
long ball into the area
was misjudged by Kutzinski, who came out
too far, but before the
ball could cross the
line it was cleared by
fourth-year
forward
Emma Donovan.
UNH continued to
press high and hard,
forcing the UMaine defense into numerous
rushed interventions.
Kutzinski was able to
again deny UNH with
a composed knee save
off of fifth-year forward Casey Peterson’s
close range strike. The
defense held for as
long as it could, until
a picture-perfect cross

from New Hampshire’s
first-year outside back
Molly McHugh found
the darting head of fellow first-year forward
Meghan Guarente, angling the shot into the
top right of the net.
The Black Bears
looked to take back
control right away,
dominating the possession game in the
moments
following
the goal. Fourth-year
forward and captain
Saylor Clark would try
from distance, but had
her strike rolled just
wide of the goalmouth.
Another
fourth-year
captain, Tiana Bucknor, would put in a
free kick from distance
on target, but the effort
was caught by UNH’s
fourth-year keeper Cat
Sheppard.
Following the halftime break, the Black
Bears knew they had
to grab the momentum
early. A scramble in the
box caused trouble for
the home side early on,

but Kutzinski was able
to smother the attack
without a fuss. Donovan would be called to
action on the goal-line
again, denying yet another goal with a phenomenal clearance off
the line.
Arguably
UMaine’s best chance to
tie the game came in
the seventy-third minute, when Rogers had
her chance deflected,
forcing Sheppard into
a quick reaction save
to preserve the Wildcats’ 1-0 lead. UNH
then wreaked havoc
on the goal line, as
a corner kick forced
Kutzinski into a quick
save, before the ball
was yet again cleared
off the line by first-year
defender Myla Schneider, keeping UMaine’s
hope alive. A chance
from near point-blank
for the Black Bears
was miraculously kept
out by Sheppard with
just over five minutes
to go, marking the fi-

nal chance UMaine
would get this contest,
as they fell 1-0 to their
rivals.
“I thought the second half was much
better than the first,”
said
head
coach
Scott Atherley after
the match. “I think
their speed troubled
us in the first half, we
made an adjustment
to go to a back four,
which I think settled
our team. They capitalized on their chance,
we had a couple of
good set pieces that
we couldn’t, and that’s
the difference in the
game.”
The Black Bears
next contest will see
them take on Binghamton University in
New York on Sunday
Oct. 17.

Two unlikely teams emerge as contenders
for the college football playoffs

Dalton Bartlett
Contributor

In college football
there are always certain teams at the top
of the ladder. Teams
like Alabama, Clemson
and Ohio State seem
to always be in the
mix, but thanks to a lot
of upsets, this season
has been anything but
predictable.
There are two teams
that have risen to the
top of their conferences and surprisingly, have a very good
chance of having a
shot at the playoffs:
Iowa and Cincinnati.
Coming into this
season
Iowa
was
ranked number 10 in
the AP poll, but no one
expected their recent
level of success. With
their victory against
Penn State, Iowa has
a very strong chance
of at least making the
Big Ten championship

Dalton Bartlett
Contributor
After coming off of
a very underwhelming
season last year, the
Red Sox have bounced
back big time. Now
they are one series
away from advancing
to another World Series after beating divisional rivals the New
York Yankees and Tampa Bay Rays.
The Red Sox’ first
half of the season was
very strong. Led by
J.D. Martinez, Rafael
Devers and Xaender
Bogaerts, the Red Sox
dominated on offense
all season long. With
them came also the
emergence of Hunter Renfroe, who had
a breakout season as
well. At the end of July,
the Red Sox acquired
all-star Kyle Schwraber from the Washington Nationals who was
having a breakout sea-

game.
Iowa’s offense has
looked very solid this
year.
Quarterback
Spencer Petras has
been a very solid game
manager who really
showed how he fights
back after a rough start
against Penn State; he
bounced back and led
Iowa to victory. This
season he has a 60%
completion
percentage, 1138 yards and
nine touchdowns.
Iowa’s
running
game has been shaky
this year but their
starting running back
Tyler Goodson has
had a very solid season so far. He has
been inconsistent, but
good enough to put
up respectable stats.
He has 518 yards on
124 attempts and five
touchdowns.
Their
receiving
game has had no real
standouts, but like
many years, Iowa’s

tight end position has
been a strength. This
year it is Sam Laporta,
who is having a solid
season with 23 receptions for 271 yards and
two touchdowns.
The main reason
Iowa has done as well
as they have is because their defense
has been great all
season long. Led by
potential Jim Thorpe
winner Matt Hankins,
Iowa’s defense has not
given up more than 23
points in a single game
all season. They have
looked like one of the
best defenses in the
country this year.
In the front seven, Lukas Van Ness
leads the team with
four sacks. Linebacker Jack Campbell currently leads the team
with 55 total tackles.
Led by Hankins, the
secondary
has
14
interceptions,
with
four of them coming

against seventh ranked
Penn State.
Since the college
football playoffs started back in 2014, there
has always been a
debate if a non-power five school can or
should make it to the
playoffs, but if any
team could it would
be Cincinnati after this
season where they’ve
successfully knocked
off Notre Dame, who
were ranked number
nine in the country at
the time.
Cincinnati is led by
star quarterback Desmond Ridder, who is
continuing his successful career for the
Bearcats by completing 65.5% of his passes for 1304 yards and
12 touchdowns. If the
Bearcats are to make
it to the playoffs, it’ll
be because of Ridder,
who has the potential
to be a top quarterback prospect in next

year’s draft.
Cincinnati’s
run
game has been very
good this year as well.
Their run game is led
by Jerome Ford, who
is in his second season with the Bearcats after transferring
from Alabama. In five
games this season, he
has had 82 carries for
516 yards and eight
touchdowns, although
he has not contributed
much in the receiving
game.
The receivers for
the Bearcats have not
been outstanding, but
they get the job done.
Their leading receiver
is Alec Pierce, who has
21 receptions for 387
yards and two touchdowns. Michael Young
is also a contributing
receiver with 15 receptions for 163 yards and
one touchdown.
The Bearcats defense has been outstanding this year,

The Red Sox are making another
run for the World Series
son.
The pitching during
the first half of the
season was excellent,
especially by the bullpen led by all-star Matt
Barnes. Also along
with Barnes, Nathan
Eovaldi, the Sox ace,
made the all-star game
as well.
Once August hit,
everything for the Red
Sox started to crumble. Thankfully in August, Chris Sale came
back from injury. Sale
was recovering from
Tommy John surgery
and was able to pitch
crucial innings when
their playoff hopes
were in jeopardy.
Even though the
Red Sox season ended in sub-par fashion,
they were able to win
the necessary games
to hang onto a wild
card spot by a game
over the Toronto Blue
Jays.
The Red Sox start-

ed the postseason
facing off against their
archrival, the New York
Yankees. The Red Sox
were easily able to hold
off the Yankees in the
wildcard game thanks
to a very strong five innings from Eovaldi. Big
games from Schwarber, Verdugo and Bogaerts helped the team
commandingly win 6-2
and secure a spot in
the ALDS.
After losing the first
game to the Tampa Bay
Rays in the divisional round, the Red Sox
were able to bounce
back in dominant fashion in game two. They
beat the Rays 14-6
thanks to a massive
night for Enrique Hernandez and contributions from Devers,
Martinez,
Vasquez,
Bogaerts and Verdugo.
While Sale didn’t play
well, getting pulled after just one inning, the
bullpen made up for it

by only allowing one
run for the rest of the
game.
Game three was
much
tighter
than
game two, but the Red
Sox were able to win
after going 13 innings,
thanks to a questionable call and a walk off
home run by Christian
Vasquez to win 6-4.
Schwarber
continued his dominance by
scoring two more runs
and Hernandez scored
again as well. Eovaldi had a solid night,
though he gave up two
runs and was pulled in
the fifth, but the bullpen got it done again
in extra innings to put
the Red Sox up 2-1 in
the series.
In game four, the
Red Sox were once
again able to win on
a walk off. This time
thanks to Hernandez
hitting a fly ball, allowing pinch runner Danny Santana to score

from third. Devers had
three RBI’s in the game
which was crucial in
the 6-5 game. Eduardo
Rodriguez pitched five
innings, but similarly to
Eovaldi he gave up two
runs and was pulled in
the fifth. Relief pitcher
Ryan Brasier struggled and also gave up
two runs, but Garrett
Whitlock was able to
keep it a tied game.
This set the stage for
Hernandez to drive in
the game winning run
in the bottom of the
ninth.
With this win, the
Red Sox moved on
to face the Houston
Astros in the ALCS
for another chance to
make it to the World
Series. The last time
these teams faced off
in the playoffs was in
2018, when the Red
Sox beat the Astros in
five games to advance
to the World Series.
Game one was not a

only giving up over
20 points one time all
year. Impressively, they
held a very good Notre
Dame offense to just
13 points. Deshawn
Pace leads the team
in tackles with 40,
Darrian Beavers leads
the team in sacks
with three and Arquon
Bush, Pace and Ahmad Gardner are tied
with two interceptions
each.
This college football
season has been extremely unpredictable
thanks to all the upsets, leaving the playoff race wide open. But
considering both Iowa
and Cincinnati have
easy schedules to finish the season, they
have very good odds
of reaching the college
football playoffs for the
first time.

great game for Sale, as
he once again struggled and was pulled
after 2.5 innings. Even
with Hernadez having
another great game,
the Red Sox struggled
after scoring three runs
in the third. The Red
Sox ended up falling to
the Astros 5-4.
The Red Sox so far
this postseason have
looked like they did
in the regular season:
start off very hot but
then have plenty of bad
performances.
They
were able to recover
from the mistakes and
make it to the ALCS
another time. The biggest question mark for
them is whether or not
the pitching core can
hold up. That is going
to be the difference
between them winning
another World Series
or falling just short of
one.
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UMaine women’s ice hockey shutout
on Homecoming weekend

Photos by Percy Ulsamer.

Patrick Silvia
Sports Editor
This past weekend
the University of Maine
women’s ice hockey
team hosted the University of Connecticut
and Northeastern University at the Alfond
Arena. Sadly for UMaine, they were held off
the scoresheet in both
games and dropped
their record to 2-5-0.
On Friday evening,
UMaine took on UConn. Coming into the
weekend, UConn was
boasting an undefeated record of 4-0-0.
UMaine would attempt
to put a blemish on
that record, but UConn’s defense proved
to be a unit too tough
to crack for the Black
Bears.
The first period saw
very little offense from
UMaine, only mustering a measly five shots
to UConn’s 14. For
UMaine, it would not
get any easier as the

night went on. UMaine
only had 17 shots as
a team collectively all
night. UConn on the
other hand would double that total with 34.
The theme of the
night was UConn establishing possession
in UMaine’s zone and
getting pucks on net.
Luckily for UMaine,
second-year
goalie Jorden Mattison
was on her game and
the Canadian native
turned aside 33 of the
34 UConn shots.
The one shot she
did not stop was hardly her fault. Midway
through the second
period, UConn gained
the UMaine zone and
a beautiful passing sequence led to fourthyear forward Viki Harkness netting the lone
goal of the night. A
pass into the slot by
fifth-year
defenseman Taylor Wabick was
tipped by fifth-year
forward Natalie Snodgrass to Harkness,

who put it into the net.
UConn’s
goalie
Samantha
Carpentier-Yelle had a low
event 17 save shutout
and picked up a win
to improve UConn’s
undefeated record to
5-0-0.
Last year, Northeastern
eliminated
UMaine in the semifinals of the Hockey East postseason
tournament en route
to their third straight
title. They have been
in the top ranks of the
Hockey East division
in recent history. Last
year, they went 17-1-1
in Hockey East regular
season play.
On Saturday night,
Northeastern showed
why they have been
such a dominant force,
but it did not initially
seem as though this
was the case early
on. In the first period,
UMaine was up for the
challenge, outshooting
Northeastern 15 to 8.
Northeastern
looked

mortal and UMaine
seemed to be the better team after one period.
However, once the
second period started,
Northeastern
began
to use their speed to
expose UMaine’s defense. Numerous times
zone to zone breakouts
by Northeastern tested
fifth-year UMaine goalie Loryn Porter. Porter for the most part
played a good game,
but Northeastern was
not kept off the scoresheet.
One of these breakouts led to a two-onone opportunity for
Northeastern.
Fifthyear forward Maddie
Mills raced down the
right wing and into
the UMaine zone. Her
passing lane was cut
off by a UMaine defender so Mills had to
shoot. She decided to
put the puck on her
backhand and impressively lifted it past Porter and into the net to

put the Huskies up 1-0.
After this goal, the
game became more
open and this favored
the
Huskies.
Five
minutes later, Northeastern struck again.
A puck battle on the
boards in the UMaine
zone saw Northeastern fifth-year forward
Andrea Renner come
out with the puck and
a chance to put the
puck on net. Renner
ripped a laser beam
wrist shot past Porter
to extend the Huskies
lead to 2-0.
UMaine fought in
the third period to try
and get a result but
last year’s division
one player of the year
fifth-year goalie Aerin Frankel of Northeastern would not let
a puck into the net.
Frankel had a perfect
night and posted a 34
save shutout to help
Northeastern to victory. Northeastern added
an empty netter in the
dying moments of the

game to seal the 3-0
win.
Despite the undesired results, UMaine
head coach Richard
Reichenbach did have
some positive takeaways. “We didn’t win,
but I thought compared to last weekend
we took a step forward. I thought defensively we played really
solid,” said Reichenbach. “Just need to
obviously score goals,
our powerplay we need
to work on. We need
to just finish rebounds
and be better around
the net.”
Hopefully, UMaine
can find their scoring
ways next weekend
when they travel to
the University of New
Hampshire and Boston
College. The women’s
next home game at the
Alfond Arena will be on
Nov. 19 against Boston
University.

Bruins ready for regular season test
Michael Corrado
Contributor
Wrapping up their
preseason slate with
an overtime loss to
the Washington Capitals, the Boston Bruins
will look to turn things
around when they welcome the Dallas Stars
to the TD Garden this
weekend for opening
night. Ending with a
record of 2-1-3 in preseason, the team will
look to improve on
that mark throughout
the upcoming regular
season. As the group
worked to recover from
the loss of David Krejci to the Czech league
and Tuukka Rask to hip
surgery this offseason,
the front office managed to bring in various players that look
to be key contributors
this year.
Throughout
the
preseason campaign,
multiple
prospects

were given opportunities to showcase their
talents, with none shining brighter than Jack
Studnicka.
Currently
in his third NHL season, the forward led
the Bruins in scoring
during the preseason,
including a goal and an
assist in a 3-2 loss to
the New York Rangers
late last month. Studnicka was still sent to
Providence before the
start of the campaign,
but the hope around
the franchise is that
the young center is
able to take the leap
to the next level and
“never look back,” a
hope for head coach
Bruce Cassidy.
As for NHL-ready
talent, former Nashville Predator and Vegas Golden Knight
Erik Haula made an
instant impact, scoring
in the second period
of the Bruins preseason opener against the

Capitals. Haula paired
up with Jake DeBrusk
and Jesper Froden as
their line contributed
to all three of the important scores of the
night, including DeBrusk potting home
the game-winning tally
in the shootout. Haula,
a 30 year-old winger,
managed to dish out
three assists to go
along with a goal in the
preseason, a welcome
sight for a team that
had just lost their second best playmaker in
the offseason.
Another
former
Golden Knight, Thomas Nosek, also found
his way to Boston after signing a two-year,
$3.5 million dollar deal
to play in Boston this
season. The skilled
forward has been consistently improving as
he gets older, and at
the age of 29, the Bruins are in perfect position to utilize Nosek in

his prime.
University of Maine
product Jeremy Swayman made sure to
have his presence felt,
starting three games
in the early campaign,
earning wins in two of
the three en route to
solidifying his spot as
the starting goalie. His
back-up for the time
being looks to be newly acquired Swedish
goaltender Linus Ullmark, who also managed to start in three of
the team’s preseason
games. While Ullmark
failed to win a game,
and had a fairly worrisome error to start off
his preseason, his play
has only seemed to
improve as the beginning of the year inches
closer.
Following a trade
last season that sent
Anders Bjork to Buffalo
in exchange for Taylor
Hall and Curtis Lazar,
Hall has been nothing

but stellar on the second line. His play was
enough to warrant a
four-year contract extension with an AAV of
$6 million. In the preseason alone, Hall was
able to find the back of
the net once and add
on two assists in his
three games of action,
a welcome sight for a
player that looks to
be a key part of Bruce
Cassidy’s offense going forward.
“The
Perfection
Line,” as they’ve come
to be known, continued to stay hot, with
Brad Marchand, David
Pastrnak and Patrice
Bergeron
combining
to score five goals and
hand out four assists
over the six preseason
matchups, only three
of which the group actually saw ice time in.
Bergeron will be entering his first full-length
season as captain of
the Bruins, as the pre-

vious year was shortened to 56 games as a
result of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Brandon Carlo was
able to score a rare
goal in the team’s win
against the Flyers this
preseason, but it’s his
defensive ability has
taken center stage.
The 24 year-old defenseman has done
nothing but elevate his
game. The star of the
defense is Boston University product Charlie
McAvoy. McAvoy recently inked an eight
year contract that sees
him making $9.5 a
year.
While the preseason
may not have been a
perfect showing for
the Bruins, the pieces
are certainly in place
to make yet another
run at the Stanley Cup
this year.

